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THE TWISTED REIDEMEISTER TORSION OF AN ITERATED
TORUS KNOT
HITOSHI MURAKAMI
Dedicated to Professor Taizo Kanenobu, Professor Yasutaka Nakanishi, and
Professor Makoto Sakuma for their 60th birthdays
Abstract. We calculate the twisted Reidemeister torsion of the complement
of an iterated torus knot associated with a representation of its fundamental
group to the complex special linear group of degree two. We also show that the
twisted Reidemeister torsions associated with various representations appear
in the asymptotic expansion of the colored Jones polynomial.
1. Introduction
Let JN pK; qq be the colored Jones polynomial of a knot K in the three-sphere
S3 associated with the N -dimensional irreducible representation of the Lie algebra
slp2;Cq [15, 19]. We normalize JN pK; qq so that it is 1 when K is the unknot.
We also let ∆pK; tq be the Alexander polynomial K that is normalized so that
∆pK; 1q “ 1 and ∆pK; t´1q “ ∆pK; tq [1].
The following conjecture would give a topological interpretation of the colored
Jones polynomial.
Conjecture 1.1 (Volume Conjecture [16, 17, 28]). Let K be a knot in S3. Then
we have
lim
NÑ8
log
ˇˇ
JN pK; expp2π
?´1{Nqqˇˇ
N
“ VolpS
3zKq
2π
,
where Vol means the simplicial volume (or the Gromov norm [9]). Note that it
coincides with the sum of hyperbolic volumes of the hyperbolic pieces in the Jacd–
Shalen–Johannson decomposition ([13, 14]) of the knot complement up to constant
multiplication.
We can complexify the conjecture as follows.
Conjecture 1.2 (Complexification of the volume conjecture [29]). Let K be a
hyperbolic knot and let CSpS3zKq be the SOp3q Chern–Simons invariant associated
with the holonomy representation of π1pS3zKq Ñ SLp2;Cq. Then we have
lim
NÑ8
log JN pK; expp2π
?´1{Nqq
N
“ VolpS
3zKq ` ?´1CSpS3zKq
2π
.
Here a knot K is called hyperbolic if its complement S3zK has a complete
hyperbolic structure with finite volume. Note that this structure is induced from
the holonomy representation.
We can generalize the complexified volume conjecture as follows ([10, 11, 3]).
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Conjecture 1.3. If K is hyperbolic, then the following asymptotic equivalence
holds:
JN pK; expp2π
?´1{Nqq „
NÑ8
2π3{2TorpKq´1{2
ˆ
N
2π
?´1
˙3{2
ˆ exp
ˆ
N
2π
`
VolpS3zKq ` ?´1CSpS3zKq˘˙ ,
where TorpKq is the homological Reidemeister torsion of S3z IntNpKq twisted by
the adjoint action of the holonomy representation associated with the meridian.
Here fpNq „
NÑ8
gpNq means that fpNq “ `1 ` op1q˘gpNq for N Ñ 8, and Npkq
is the regular neighborhood of K in S3 and Int denotes the interior.
This conjecture is proved for the figure-eight knot by J. Andersen and S. Hansen
[2] (see also [26, Theorem 1.3]), and for the 52 knot by T. Ohtsuki [31]. See also
[32] for related topics.
In [11] the following conjecture was proposed for a further generalization:
Conjecture 1.4. Suppose that K is a hyperbolic knot. Then we have
JN
`
K; exp
`
2π
?´1` u˘{N˘
„
NÑ8
?´π
2 sinhpu{2q TorpK;uq
´1{2
ˆ
N
2π
?´1` u
˙1{2
exp
ˆ
N
2π
?´1` uSpuq
˙
if |u| ‰ 0 is small enough, where TorpK;uq is the homological Reidemeister torsion
of S3z IntNpKq twisted by the adjoint action of the representation ρu parametrized
by u, associated with the meridian µ, and Spuq determines the SLp2;Cq Chern–
Simons invariant of ρu. Note that ρ0 is the holonomy representation.
This conjecture is proved in [24] for the case where K is the figure-eight knot
and u is real. See also [30, 10, 5, 4, 37].
A knot is called simple if every incompressible torus in its complement is bound-
ary parallel. Any hyperbolic knot is known to be simple. If a knot is simple and
non-hyperbolic, then it is a torus knot. For coprime positive integers c and d, let
T pc, dq be the torus knot of type pc, dq. Related to Conjecture 1.3, R. Kashaev and
O. Tirkkonen proved the following asymptotic expansion [18].
Theorem 1.5.
JN
`
T pc, dq; expp2π?´1{Nq˘
“
˜
π3{2
2cd
ˆ
N
2π
?´1
˙3{2 cd´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qk`1k2τpkq exp
ˆ
Sp2π?´1; kq N
2π
?´1
˙
`1
4
8ÿ
j“1
aj
j!
ˆ
2π
?´1
4cdN
˙j´1¸
,
where
Spξ; kq :“ ´p2kπ
?´1´ cdξq2
4cd
,
and
τpkq :“ p´1qk`1 4 sinpkπ{cq sinpkπ{dq?
cd
,
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and aj is the 2j-th derivative of 2z sinh z{∆
`
T pc, dq; e2z˘ at z “ 0 with ∆pK; tq the
normalized Alexander polynomial of a knot K.
In [7] J. Dubois and Kashaev proved that Sp2π?´1; kq is the Chern–Simons
invariant and τ´2k is the homological twisted Reidemeister torsion both of which
are associated with a representation ρk : π1pS3zT pc, dqq Ñ SLp2;Cq parametrized
by an integer k (0 ă k ă cd) (see Theorem 1.6).
As for Conjecture 1.4, K. Hikami and the author proved the following theorem
in [12].
Theorem 1.6 ([12]). Let ξ be a complex number with non-zero real part and non-
negative imaginary part. Then we have the following equality as N Ñ8:
JN
`
T pc, dq; exppξ{Nq˘
“ 1
∆
`
T pc, dq; exp ξ˘ `
?´π
2 sinhpξ{2q
d
N
ξ
ÿ
k
τpkq exp
ˆ
N
ξ
Spξ; kq
˙
` op1q.
Moreover τpkq´2 is the homological Reidemeister torsion of S3z IntNpT pc, dqq
twisted by the adjoint action of an irreducible representation
ρk : π1pS3z IntNpT pc, dqqq Ñ SLp2;Cq associated with the meridian µ, and
Spξ; kq is related to the SLp2;Cq Chern–Simons invariant of S3z IntNpT pc, dqq
associated with ρk, where NpKq denotes the regular neighborhood of K in S3 and
Int denotes the interior, SLp2;Cq is the set of two by two complex matrices with
determinants one.
See [12, 25] for more details.
For non-negative integers a and b, let T p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1q be the p2, 2b` 1q-cable
of the torus knot of type p2, 2a` 1q (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. p2, 2b` 1q-cable of the torus knot of type p2, 2a` 1q
Remark 1.7. Note that in Figure 1 there are 2b ` 1 ´ 2p2a ` 1q half-twists. This
is because since the torus knot T p2, 2a` 1q has 2a ` 1 crossings, the torus along
T p2, 2a` 1q is given 2p2a` 1q half-twists.
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We assume that 2b ` 1 ą 4p2a ` 1q. In the paper [27], the author gave the
following equality as N Ñ8:
JN
´
T p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1q; exppξ{Nq
¯
“ 1
∆ pT p2, 2a` 1q2b`1; exp ξq
`
?´π
2 sinhpξ{2q
d
N
ξ
ÿ
j
τ1pξ; jq exp
„
N
ξ
S1pξ; jq

`
?´π
2 sinhpξ{2q
d
N
ξ
ÿ
k
τ2pξ; kq exp
ˆ
N
ξ
S2pξ; kq
˙
` π
2 sinhpξ{2q
N
ξ
ÿ
l,m
τ3pξ; l,mq exp
ˆ
N
ξ
S3pξ; l,mq
˙
` op1q,
(1.1)
where
τ1pξ; jq :“ p´1qj
c
2
2b` 1
sin
´
2p2j`1qpi
2b`1
¯
cos
´
p2j`1qp2a`1qpi
2b`1
¯ ,
S1pξ; jq :“ p2j ` 1qξπ
?´1´ p2b` 1qξ
2
2
` p2j ` 1q
2π2
2p2b` 1q ,
τ2pξ; kq :“ p´1qk`1
c
2
2a` 1
sin
´
p2k`1qpi
2a`1
¯
cosh
´
p2b`1´4p2a`1qqξ
2
¯ ,
S2pξ; kq :“ 2p2k ` 1qξπ
?´1´ 2p2a` 1qξ2 ` p2k ` 1q
2π2
2p2a` 1q ,
τ3pξ; l,mq :“ p´1ql`m 4ap2a` 1qp2b` 1´ 4p2a` 1qq sin
ˆ p2m` 1qπ
2a` 1
˙
,
S3pξ; l,mq :“ p2l ` 1qξπ
?´1´ p2b` 1qξ
2
2
` π
2
`p2l` 1q2p2a` 1q ` p2m` 1q2p2b` 1q ´ 4p2l` 1qp2m` 1qp2a` 1q˘
2p2a` 1qp2b` 1´ 4p2a` 1qq .
See [27] for the ranges of the summations.
If we use another normalization J˜N pK; qq :“ JN pK; qqpq1{2´ q´1{2q, then we the
formula above becomes
J˜N
´
T p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1q; exppξ{Nq
¯
“τ0pξq `
?´π
d
N
ξ
ÿ
j
τ1pξ; jq exp
ˆ
N
ξ
S1pξ; jq
˙
`?´π
d
N
ξ
ÿ
k
τ2pξ; kq exp
ˆ
N
ξ
S2pξ; kq
˙
` πN
ξ
ÿ
l,m
τ3pξ; l,mq exp
ˆ
N
ξ
S3pξ; l,mq
˙
` op1q,
(1.2)
where
τ0pξq :“ 2 sinhpξ{2q
∆pT p2, 2a` 1q2b`1; exp ξq .
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We studied the SLp2;Cq Chern–Simons invariants of various representations of
π1pT p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1qq and concluded that S1pξ; jq, S2pξ; kq and S3pξ; l,mq deter-
mine these invariants. We also studied the twisted Reidemeister torsion of those rep-
resentations and found (non-rigorous) relations to τ1pξ; jq, τ2pξ; kq and τ3pξ; l,mq.
The purpose of this paper is to prove that τ1pξ; jq´2, τ2pξ; kq´2 and τ3pξ; l,mq´2
are indeed the twisted Reidemeister torsions.
Let B be the solid torus D2 ˆ S1 and L be the knot in B traveling along the
direction of S1 twice with 2b ` 1 half-twists as depicted in Figure 2. If f : B Ñ
Figure 2. Pattern knot in a solid torus
S3 is an embedding so that fpBq “ NpT p2, 2a ` 1qq, then T p2, 2a ` 1qp2;2b`1q is
equivalent to the knot ϕpLq Ă S3. If we put E :“ S3z IntNpT p2, 2a` aqp2,2b`1qq,
C :“ S3z IntNpT p2, 2a` 1qq, and D :“ Bz IntNpLq, then E “ CŤS D, where
S “ C XD “ BC “ BB.
(1.3) “
ď
.
Put Σ :“ BNpT p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1qq.
Let ρAAξ , ρ
AN
ξ,j , ρ
NA
ξ,k , and ρ
NN
ξ,l,m be representations of π1pE, vq to SLp2;Cq defined
in §4, where v P S is the basepoint. Then we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.8. The quantities τ0pξq, τ1pξ; jq, τ2pξ, kq, and τ3pξ; l,mq given in (1.1)
are the homological Reidemeister torsions of E twisted by the adjoint actions of ρAAξ ,
ρANξ,j , ρ
NA
ξ,k , and ρ
NN
ξ,l,m, respectively. More precisely we have
τ0pξq´2 “ Tor
`
E; ρAAξ
˘
,
τ1pξ; jq´2 “ Tor
`
E; ρANξ,j
˘
,
τ2pξ; kq´2 “ Tor
`
E; ρNAξ,k
˘
,
τ3pξ; l,mq´2 “ Tor
`
E; ρNNξ,l,m
˘
.
Moreover the torsions above are associated with the following bases of the twisted
homologies of E:
‚ TorpE; ρANξ,j q is associated with
– trΣs b V u for H2pE; ρANξ,j q “ C, and
– tµb V u for H1pE; ρANξ,j q “ C,
‚ TorpE; ρNAξ,k q is associated with
– trΣs bW u for H2pE; ρNAξ,k q “ C, and
– tµbW u for H1pE; ρNAξ,k q “ C,
‚ TorpE; ρNNξ,l,mq is associated with
– trSs b U˜ , rΣs b V˜ u for H2pE; ρNNξ,l,mq “ C2, and
– tµb V˜ , γu for H1pE; ρNNξ,l,mq “ C2.
Here
‚ µ is the meridian of T p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1q,
‚ rSs and rΣs are the fundamental class of H2pS;Zq and H2pΣ;Zq, respec-
tively,
‚ V P slp2;Cq is invariant under the adjoint action of the image of any ele-
ment in π1pΣq by ρANξ,j ,
‚ W P slp2;Cq is invariant under the adjoint action of the image of any
element in π1pΣq by ρNAξ,k ,
‚ U˜ P slp2;Cq is invariant under the adjoint action of the image of any ele-
ment in π1pSq by ρNNξ,l,m,
‚ V˜ P slp2;Cq is invariant under the adjoint action of the image of any ele-
ment in π1pΣq by ρNNξ,l,m, and
‚ γ P H1pE; ρNNξ,l,mq is an element such that δ1pγq “ rv˜ b U˜ s P H0pS; ρNNξ,l,mq,
where δ1 : H1pE; ρNNξ,l,mq Ñ H0pS; ρNNξ,l,mq is the connecting homomorphism
associated with the Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence of the triple pC,D, Sq
with S :“ C XD, and U˜ P slp2;Cq is invariant under the adjoint action of
any element in π1pSq.
Acknowledgments. Part of this work was done when the author was visiting the
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics and Universite´ Paris Diderot. The author
thanks them for their hospitality.
I owe much of the calculations in this paper to Mathematica [36].
2. Definition of the Reidemeister torsion
Let M be a compact manifold and π1pMq be its fundamental group with base-
point v. Let ρ : π1pMq Ñ SLp2;Cq be a representation. We will recall the definition
of the Reidemeister torsion TorpM ; ρq ofM associated with ρ. See [6, 33] for details.
If we let M˜ be the universal cover of M , then π1pMq acts on M˜ as the deck
transformation. The adjoint action Adρpgq of ρpgq (g P π1pMq on slp2;Cq is de-
fined by Adρpgqpxq :“ ρpgq´1xρpgq P slp2;Cq (x P slp2;Cq). Put CipM ; ρq :“
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CipM˜q bZrpi1pMqs slp2;Cq, where π1pMq acts on CipM˜q by the covering transforma-
tion and on slp2lCq by the adjoint action. We denote by HipM ; ρq the homology of
the chain complex ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Ci`1pM ; ρq Bi`1ÝÝÝÑ CipM ; ρq BiÝÑ Ci´1pM ; ρq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Put
‚ Ci :“ CipM ; ρq,
‚ Bi :“ Im Bi`1,
‚ Zi :“ Ker Bi,
‚ Hi :“ HipM ; ρq.
Note that Hi “ Zi{Bi. Let
‚ ci :“ tci,1, ci,2, . . . , ci,liu be a basis of Ci,
‚ bi :“ tbi,1, bi,2, . . . , bi,miu be a set of vectors such that
tBipbi,1q, Bipbi,2q, . . . , Bipbi,miqu forms a basis of Bi´1,
‚ hi :“ thi,1, hi,2, . . . , hi,niu be a basis of Hi, and
‚ h˜i :“ th˜i,1, h˜i,2, . . . , h˜i,niu be a set of vectors such that h˜i,k is a lift of hi,k
in Zi.
Then it can be easily seen that Bi`1pbi`1q Y h˜i Y bi forms a basis of Ci.
Denote by ru | vs the determinant of the basis change matrix from u to v for
two bases u and v of a vector space. Put
(2.1) TorpC˚, c˚,h˚q :“
ź
i
”
Bi`1pbi`1q Y h˜i Y bi
ˇˇˇ
ci
ıp´1qi`1
P C˚.
Note that this does not depend on the choices of bi nor the choices of lifts of hi
(see for example [34]).
Now we consider the case where M is a knot complement S3z IntNpKq.
Let xx1, x2, . . . , xn | r1, r2, . . . , rn´1y be a Wirtinger presentation of Π :“ π1pMq.
Since the Reidemeister torsion depends only on the simple homotopy type (see [33,
p. 10, Remarque (b)],[23]) and the Whitehead group of a knot exterior is trivial
[35], we can calculate the torsion regarding M as a CW-complex K with one 0-cell
v, n 1-cells x1, x2, . . . , xn, and pn´ 1q 2-cells f1, f2, . . . , fn´1. Here the 2-cell fj is
attached to the bouquet v Y pŤni“1 xiq so that its boundary Bfj presents the word
rj .
Since our CW-complex is 2-dimensional the Reidemeister torsion becomes”
B2pb2q Y h˜1 Y b1
ˇˇˇ
c1
ı
”
B1pb1q Y h˜0
ˇˇˇ
c0
ı ”
h˜2 Y b2
ˇˇˇ
c2
ı .
See Figure 3.
Figure 3. Chain complex and its basis
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Following [33, De´finition 0.4], we choose geometric bases for Ci as follows. Let
v˜ be a lift of the 0-cell v, x˜j a lift of xj (j “ 1, 2, . . . , n), and f˜k a lift of fk
(k “ 1, 2, . . . , n´ 1). If we put E :“
ˆ
0 1
0 0
˙
, H :“
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
and F :“
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
,
then tE,H, F u forms a basis of sl2pCq. Note that we can use any basis of sl2pCq to
define geometric bases since the Euler characteristic of a knot complement is zero
(see [33, De´finition 0.5]). We choose tv˜ bE, v˜ bH, v˜ b F u as a geometric basis for
C0, tx˜1bE, x˜1bH, x˜1bF, x˜2bE, x˜2bH, x˜2bF, . . . , x˜nbE, x˜nbH, x˜nbF u as a
geometric basis for C1, and tf˜1bE, f˜1bH, f˜1bF, f˜2bE, f˜2bH, f˜2bF, . . . , f˜n´1b
E, f˜n´1 bH, f˜n´1 b F u as a geometric basis for C2.
With respect to these bases the differentials B2 and B1 are given by the Fox free
differential calculus (see [21, Chapter 11] for example).
Let Gn be the free group generated by tx1, x2, . . . , xnu and Φ: Gn Ñ Π the
quotient map sending xi P Gn to xi P Π. Let Adρpxiq be the 3ˆ 3 matrix¨
˝AdρpΦpxiqqpEq1 AdρpΦpxiqqpHq1 AdρpΦpxiqqpF q1AdρpΦpxiqqpEq2 AdρpφpxiqqpHq2 AdρpΦpxiqqpF q2
AdρpΦpxiqqpEq3 AdρpΦpxiqqpHq3 AdρpΦpxiqqpF q3
˛
‚,
where
AdρpΦpxiqqpEq “ AdρpΦpxiqqpEq1E `AdρpΦpxiqqpEq2H `AdρpΦpxiqqpEq3F,
AdρpΦpxiqqpHq “ AdρpΦpxiqqpHq1E `AdρpΦpxiqqpHq2H `AdρpΦpxiqqpHq3F,
AdρpΦpxiqqpF q “ AdρpΦpxiqqpF q1E `AdρpΦpxiqqpF q2H `AdρpΦpxiqqpF q3F.
Denoting by BB xj : ZrGns Ñ ZrGns the Fox derivative [8], the differential B2 is
given by the following 3pn´ 1q ˆ 3n matrix:
(2.2) B2 “
¨
˚˚˚
˝
Adρ
´
B r1
B x1
¯
¨ ¨ ¨ Adρ
´
B rn´1
B x1
¯
...
. . .
...
Adρ
´
B r1
B xn
¯
¨ ¨ ¨ Adρ
´
B rn´1
B xn
¯
˛
‹‹‹‚.
Here Φ is regarded as a homomorphism ZrGns Ñ ZrΠs. The differential B1 is given
by the following 3ˆ 3n matrix:
(2.3) B1 “
`
Adρ px1 ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ Adρ pxn ´ 1q
˘
.
3. Fundamental group
Let T p2, 2a`1qp2,2b`1q be the p2, 2b`1q-cable of the torus knot of type p2, 2a`1q
(Figure 1). Denote by E :“ S3z IntN `T p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1q˘ the complement of the
interior of the regular neighborhood of T p2, 2a ` 1qp2,2b`1q, where N means the
regular neighborhood in the three-sphere S3 and Int means the interior. Then E
can be decomposed into D and C, where D :“ S3z IntNpT p2, 2a` 1qq and C is the
knot in a solid torus depicted in Figure 2. Put S :“ D X C “ BD “ BC. In other
words T p2, 2a`1qp2,2b`1q is the p2, 2b`1q-cable of T p2, 2a`1q, or the satellite knot
of T p2, 2a` 1q with companion the torus knot of type p2, 2b` 1q on S.
We calculate the fundamental group of E. For more details see [27, §1.3].
Let x and y be the generators of the fundamental group π1pCq of C as indicated
in Figure 4, where the basepoint is on S “ BC. Then we can easily see that π1pCq
is presented as follows:
(3.1) π1pCq “ xx, y | pxyqax “ ypxyqay.
Let p, q, and r be the generators of π1pDq as indicated in Figure 5 with the basepoint
on S “ BD as before. Then we have
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Figure 4. Generators of π1pCq
Figure 5. Generators of π1pDq
π1pDq “ xp, q, r | ppqqr “ rppqq, rppqqbp “ qppqqbry.
If we give left b full-twists to the solid torus, we have Figure 6. Then the element t
indicated in Figure 6 equals rppqqb. From this picture it is not hard to see q “ tpt´1.
Therefore we can reduce the presentation of π1pDq as follows:
π1pDq
“ @p, q, r, t | ppqqr “ rppqq, rppqqbp “ qppqqbr, r “ tppqq´b, q “ tpt´1D
“
A
p, t
ˇˇˇ
ptpt´1t
`
ptpt´1
˘´b “ t `ptpt´1˘´b ptpt´1,
tp “ tpt´1pptpt´1qbt `ptpt´1˘´bE
“xp, t | ptpt “ tptpy .
(3.2)
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Figure 6. Twist the solid torus in Figure 5 b times counterclockwise
Note that the last presentation is the Wirtinger presentation of the torus link of
type p2, 4q as depicted in Figure 7. In fact, it can be easily seen that the complement
of the knot in the solid torus of Figure 6 is homeomorphic to the complement of
the p2, 4q torus link.
Figure 7. p2, 4q torus link
Let iC : S ãÑ C, iD : S ãÑ D, jC : C ãÑ E, and jD : D ãÑ E be the inclusion
maps as in (3.3).
(3.3) S
C
D
E
iC
iD
jC
jD
✟
✟
✟
✟
✟
✟
✟✯
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍❥
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍❥
✟
✟
✟
✟
✟
✟
✟✯
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If we denote by λC the preferred longitude of T p2, 2a` 1q, then its homotopy class
is given by
λC “ ypxyq2ax´4a´1,
which is identified with r “ t `ptpt´1˘´b P π1pDq. The homotopy class of the
meridian µC is given by x.
So from (3.1), (3.2) and van Kampen’s theorem we have
π1pEq
“π1pCq ˚
pi1pSq
π1pDq
“
A
x, y, p, t
ˇˇˇ
pxyqax “ ypxyqa, ptpt “ tptp, ypxyq2ax´4a´1 “ t `ptpt´1˘´b ,
x “ ptpt´1D .
Note that we do not need the second relation because from the third and the
fourth relations we have t “ ypxyq2ax´4a´1xb “ ypxyq2ax´4a`b´1 and ptp “ xt “
pxyq2a`1x´4a`b´1, and so we have
t ¨ ptp ¨ t´1 ¨ pptpq´1
“ypxyq2ax´4a`b´1 ¨ pxyq2a`1x´4a`b´1 ¨ x4a´b`1pxyq´2ay´1 ¨ x4a´b`1pxyq´2a´1
“ypxyq2axpxyq´2a´1
(from the first relation)
“pxyqaxpxyqapxyq´aypxyq´a´1
“1.
Therefore we have the following presentation with deficiency one.
π1pEq “ xx, y, p, t | pxyqax “ ypxyqa, ypxyq2ax´4a´1 “ t
`
ptpt´1
˘´b
, x “ ptpt´1y.
We can also calculate the homotopy class of the longitude λ of T p2, 2a`1qp2,2b`1q
as follows (see [27]).
(3.4) λ “ rppqqbpq´brppqqbp´3b´1 “ λCxbpq´bλCxbp´3b´1.
in π1pEq. The homotopy class of the meridian of T p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1q is p.
4. Representation
In this section we study representations of π1pEq into SLp2; Cq. For a representa-
tion ρ : π1pEq Ñ SLp2; Cq, we denote its restriction to π1pCq (π1pDq, respectively)
by ρC (ρD, respectively). In the following, see [27, §1.3] again for details.
We consider the following four cases: (1) the case where both Im ρC and Im ρD
are Abelian, (2) the case where Im ρC is Abelian and Im ρD is non-Abelian, (3) the
case where Im ρC is non-Abelian and Im ρD is Abelian, and (4) the case where both
Im ρC and Im ρD are non-Abelian.
4.1. Both Im ρC and Im ρD are Abelian. For a complex number z, we put
ρppq “ ρpqq :“
ˆ
z 0
0 z´1
˙
,
ρpxq “ ρpyq :“ ρppqρpqq “
ˆ
z2 0
0 z´2
˙
.
Since the longitude λC is null-homologous, we have ρprq “ ρpλCq “ I2, where I2 is
the two by two identity matrix. Therefore
ρptq “ ρ `rppqqb˘ “ ˆz2b 0
0 z´2b
˙
.
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Note that the longitude λ of T p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1q is sent to I2.
We denote by ρAAξ be the representation ρ with z “ exppξ{2q.
4.2. Im ρC is Abelian and Im ρD is non-Abelian. For a complex number z, if
we define
ρppq :“
ˆ
z 1
0 z´1
˙
,
ρpqq :“
ˆ
z 0
ω2 ` ω´12 ´ z2 ´ z´2 z´1
˙
,
ρpxq “ ρpyq :“ ρppqρpqq “ θ´11
ˆ
ω2 z
´1
0 ω´12
˙
θ1
with ω2b`12 “ ´1 (ω2 ‰ ´1) and
θ1 :“
ˆ
1 0
ω´12 z ´ z´1 1
˙
,
then ρ is well defined. Since the longitude λC is null-homologous, we have ρprq “
ρpλCq “ I2, where I2 is the two by two identity matrix. Therefore
ρptq “ ρ `rppqqb˘ “ θ´11
˜
ωb2
ωb
2
´ω´b
2
ω2´ω´12
z´1
0 ω´b2
¸
θ1.
The longitude λ of T p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1q is sent to
ρpλq “
˜
´z´p2b`1q z2b`1´z´p2b`1q
z´z´1
0 ´z2b`1
¸
.
We denote by ρANξ,j be the representation ρ with z “ exppξ{2q and ω2 “
exp
´
p2j`1qpi?´1
2b`1
¯
(j “ 0, 1, . . . , b´ 1).
4.3. Im ρC is non-Abelian and Im ρD is Abelian. If we define
ρppq “ ρpqq :“
ˆ
z 1
z`z´1
0 z´1
˙
,
ρpxq :“
ˆ
z2 1
0 z´2
˙
,
ρpyq :“
ˆ
z2 0
ω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4 z´2
˙
with ω2a`11 “ ´1 (ω1 ‰ ´1), then ρ is well-defined. Note that the longitude λC of
C is presented as
ρpλCq “ ρpypxyq2ax´4a´1q “
ˆ
´z´8a´4 z8a`4´z´8a´4
z2´z´2
0 ´z8a`4
˙
“ ´ρppq´8a´4,
which equals ρprq. We also have
ρptq “ ρprppqqbq “
˜
´z´8a`2b´4 z8a´2b`4´z´8a`2b´4q
z2´z´2
0 ´z8a´2b`4
¸
“ ´ρppq´8a`2b´4.
Note that if we put
θ2 :“
ˆ
1 z
2
z4´1
0 1
˙
,
we have
ρppq “ θ´12
ˆ
z 0
0 z´1
˙
θ2,
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ρpλCq “ θ´12
ˆ´z´8a´4 0
0 ´z8a`4
˙
θ2,
ρptq “ θ´12
ˆ´z´8a`2a´4 0
0 ´z8a´2b`4
˙
θ2.
The longitude λ of T p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1q is sent to
ρpλq “
˜
z´8p2a`1q`p2b`1q z
´8p2a`1q`p2b`1q´z8p2a`1q´p2b`1q
z2´z´2
0 z8p2a`1q´p2b`1q
¸
“ ρppq´8p2a`1q`p2b`1q.
We denote by ρNAξ,k be the representation ρ with z “ exppξ{2q and ω1 :“
exp
´
p2k`1qpi?´1
2a`1
¯
(k “ 0, 1, . . . , a´ 1).
4.4. Both Im ρC and Im ρD are non-Abelian. If we define
ρppq :“
ˆ
z 1
0 z´1
˙
,
ρpqq :“
ˆ
z 0
ω3 ` ω´13 ´ z2 ´ z´2 z´1
˙
,
ρpxq :“ ρppqq “ θ´13
ˆ
ω3 1
0 ω´13
˙
θ3 “ θ˜´11
ˆ
ω3 z
´1
0 ω´13
˙
θ˜1,
ρpyq :“ θ´13
ˆ
ω3 0
ω1 ` ω´11 ´ ω23 ´ ω´23 ω´13
˙
θ3
with ω2a`11 “ ´1, ω2b`1´4p2a`1q3 “ ´1 (ω3 ‰ ´1),
θ˜1 :“
ˆ
1 0
ω´13 z ´ z´1 1
˙
,
and
θ3 :“
ˆ
z1{2 0
0 z´1{2
˙
θ˜1 “
ˆ
z1{2 0
z1{2ω´13 ´ z´3{2 z´1{2
˙
.
Note that θ˜1 is obtained from θ1 by replacing ω2 with ω3. The images of λC and t
are given as follows:
ρpλCq “ θ´13
¨
˚˝´ω´4a´23 ω
4a`2
3 ´ ω´4a´23
ω3 ´ ω´13
0 ´ω4a`23
˛
‹‚θ3
“ θ˜´11
¨
˚˝´ω´4a´23 ω4a`23 ´ω´4a´23ω3´ω´13 z´1
0 ´ω4a`23
˛
‹‚θ˜1
ρptq “ θ´13
¨
˚˝´ω´4a`b´23 ω
4a´b`2
3 ´ ω´4a`b´23
ω3 ´ ω´13
0 ´ω4a´b`23
˛
‹‚θ3
“ θ˜´11
¨
˚˝ω4a´b`13 ω
4a´b`1
3 ´ ω´4a`b´13
ω3 ´ ω´13
z´1
0 ω´4a`b´13
˛
‹‚θ˜1.
The image of the longitude λ is given by˜
´z´4b´2 z4b`2´z4b´2
z´z´1
0 ´z4b`2
¸
.
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We denote by ρNNξ,l,m be the representation ρ with z “ exppξ{2q, ω1 :“
exp
´
p2m`1qpi?´1
2a`1
¯
(m “ 0, 1, . . . , a ´ 1) and ω3 :“ exp
´
p2l`1qpi?´1
2b`1´4p2a`1q
¯
(l “
0, 1, . . . , b´ 4a´ 3).
5. Reidemeister torsion - Abelian case
In this section we calculate the Reidemeister torsion of E :“
S3z IntNpT p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1qq twisted by the adjoint action of an Abelian
representation ρ. We prove a more general formula of the Reidemeister torsion of
an Abelian representation.
Let K be a knot in S3 and put EpKq :“ S3z IntNpKq. Denote by π1pEpKqq
the fundamental group of EpKq with basepoint in BEpKq. We may assume that
π1pEpKqq has a Wirtinger presentation xx1, x2, . . . , xn | r1, r2, . . . , rn´1y so that if
we Abelianize it then xi is sent to the generator t P Z for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n (see for
example [21]). Here we regard Z as a multiplicative group xt | ´y.
Let ρ be the Abelian representation of π1pEpKqq into SLp2;Cq sending every xi
to
ˆ
z 0
0 z´1
˙
with z ‰ ˘1. Then we have the following proposition, which should
be well known to experts. Compare it with [22, Theorem 4].
Proposition 5.1 (Folklore). The Reidemester torsion TorpEpKq; ρq of EpKq
twisted by the adjoint action of the representation ρ associated with the meridian is
given by
TorpEpKq; ρq “ ˘
ˆ
∆pK; z2q
z ´ z´1
˙2
,
where ∆pK; tq is the Alexander polynomial normalized so that ∆pK; 1q “ 1 and
∆pK; t´1q “ ∆pK; tq.
Corollary 5.2. Let ρAAξ be the representation defined in Subsection 4.1 with z “
exppξ{2q. Then we have
TorpE; ρAAξ q “ ˘
ˆ
∆pK; exp ξq
2 sinhpξ{2q
˙2
“ ˘τ0pξq´2.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. First note that EpKq is simple homotopy equivalent to a
cell complex with one 0-cell v (the basepoint), n 1-cells x1, x2, . . . , xn, and pn´ 1q
2-cells f1, f2, . . . , fn´1. Here the 2-cell fj is attached to the bouquet v Y p
Ťn
i“1 xiq
so that its boundary Bfj presents the word ri.
Then as described in Section 2, the differentials of the chain complex t0u Ñ
C2pEpKq; ρq B2ÝÑ C1pEpKq; ρq B1ÝÑ C0pEpKq; ρq Ñ t0u is given as follows:
B2 “
¨
˚˚˚
˝
Adρ
´
Br1
Bx1
¯
¨ ¨ ¨ Adρ
´
Brn´1
Bx1
¯
...
. . .
...
Adρ
´
Br1
Bxn
¯
¨ ¨ ¨ Adρ
´
Brn´1
Bxn
¯
˛
‹‹‹‚,
B1 “
`
Adρpx1 ´ 1q Adρpx2 ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ Adρpxn ´ 1q
˘
“ `X ´ I3 X ´ I3 ¨ ¨ ¨ X ´ I3˘
“
¨
˝ z´2 ´ 1 0 0 z´2 ´ 1 0 0 z´2 ´ 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0
0 0 z2 ´ 1 0 0 z2 ´ 1 0 0 z2 ´ 1
˛
‚.
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Here X is the following three by three matrix:
X :“ Adρpxiq
“
¨
˝AdρpΦpxiqqpEq1 AdρpΦpxiqqpHq1 AdρpΦpxiqqpF q1AdρpΦpxiqqpEq2 AdρpΦpxiqqpHq1 AdρpΦpxiqqpF q2
AdρpΦpxiqqpEq3 AdρpΦpxiqqpHq1 AdρpΦpxiqqpF q3
˛
‚
“
¨
˝z´2 0 00 1 0
0 0 z2
˛
‚
since ρpxjq “
ˆ
z 0
0 z´1
˙
for any j and
ρpxiq´1Eρpxiq “
ˆ
0 z´2
0 0
˙
,
ρpxiq´1Hρpxiq “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
,
ρpxiq´1Fρpxiq “
ˆ
0 0
z2 0
˙
.
Note that if we let Aptq :“ α
ˆBrj
Bxi
˙
i“1,2,...,n
j“1,2,...,n´1
be the Alexander matrix of K
with α : Zrπ1pEpKqqs Ñ Zrt, t´1s the homomorphism induced by the Abelianiza-
tion, then B2 is given by ApXq, where we replace t in Aptq with the 3ˆ 3 matrix X
(and 1 with I3). Note also that if we denote by A˜ptq the pn ´ 1q ˆ pn´ 1q matrix
obtained from Aptq by removing the first row, then det A˜ptq equals the (unnormal-
ized) Alexander polynomial ∆˜pK; tq ofK. Since X is diagonal with diagonal entries
z´2, 1, and z2, we have
det A˜pXq “ det A˜pz´2qdet A˜p1qdet A˜pz2q
“ ∆˜pK; z´2q∆˜pK; 1q∆˜pK; z2q
“ ˘∆pK; z2q2.
It can be easily seen that Ker B1 “ C3n´2, generated by t~e2, ~e5, . . . , ~e3n´1, ~e1 ´
~e4, ~e4´~e7, . . . , ~e3n´5´~e3n´2, ~e3´~e6, ~e6´~e9, . . . , ~e3n´3´~e3nu, where ~ek P C1pEpKq; ρq
is the 3n ˆ 1 matrix with 1 at pk, 1q-entry and 0 otherwise, and that Im B1 “ C2,
generated by
$&
%
¨
˝10
0
˛
‚,
¨
˝00
1
˛
‚
,.
-. Since the determinant of the 3pn´1qˆ3pn´1qmatrix
A˜pXq is not zero, the rank of ApXq is 3n´ 3, B2 is injective, and so Im B2 “ C3n´3.
Therefore we have
H2pC; ρq “ t0u,
H1pC; ρq “ C (generated by rx˜1s b
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚),
H0pC; ρq “ C (generated by rv˜s b
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚).
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Now we calculate the Reidemeister torsion of EpKq. From the calculation above
if we put
b2 :“
C¨˚˚˚
˝
1
0
...
0
˛
‹‹‹‚,
¨
˚˚˚
˝
0
1
...
0
˛
‹‹‹‚, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
¨
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
...
1
˛
‹‹‹‚
looooooooooooomooooooooooooon
3n´3
G
,
h˜1 :“ x~e2y ,
b1 :“ x~e1, ~e3y ,
h˜0 :“
C¨˝01
0
˛
‚G ,
we see that b2 forms a basis of C2pEpKq; ρq, that b1 Y h˜1 Y B2pb2q forms a basis
of C1pEpKq; ρq, and that h˜0 Y B1pb1q forms a basis of C0pEpKq; ρq. Therefore the
Reidemeister torsion of EpKq associated with these bases is
TorpEpKq; ρq “ ˘
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
...
ApXq
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
detpI3n´3q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
0 z´2 ´ 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 z2 ´ 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
“ ˘
ˆ
∆pK; z2q
pz ´ z´1q
˙2
as required.
Note that we use rµ˜K b Hs as the generator of H1pC; ρq and rv˜ b Hs as the
generator of H0pC; ρq. Here H can be characterized as the vector that is invariant
under the adjoint action of ρpµKq. 
6. Reidemeister torsion - Non-Abelian case
This section is devoted to the calculation of the Reidemeister torsions twisted
by the adjoint actions of non-Abelian representations. To do this we will use the
following formula [33, Proposition 0.11].
(6.1) TorpE; ρq “ TorpC; ρqTorpD; ρq
TorpS; ρqTorpH˚q ,
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where H˚ is the following Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence associated with the de-
composition of E “ C YS D:
(6.2)
δ3ÝÝÝÝÑ H2pS; ρq ϕ2ÝÝÝÝÑ H2pC; ρq ‘H2pD; ρq ψ2ÝÝÝÝÑ H2pE; ρq
δ2ÝÝÝÝÑ H1pS; ρq ϕ1ÝÝÝÝÑ H1pC; ρq ‘H1pD; ρq ψ1ÝÝÝÝÑ H1pE; ρq
δ1ÝÝÝÝÑ H0pS; ρq ϕ0ÝÝÝÝÑ H0pC; ρq ‘H0pD; ρq ψ0ÝÝÝÝÑ H0pE; ρq.
Here we put ϕk :“ iC˚ ‘ iD˚ and ψk :“ jC˚ ´ jD˚ , and δi is the connecting homomor-
phism. Note that the degrees of H˚ is defined as
H3k “ HkpE; ρq,
H3k`1 “ HkpC; ρq ‘HkpD; ρq,
H3k`2 “ HkpS; ρq.
Remark 6.1. Lines 5–7, Page 8 in [33] should be read as
H3i “ HipD˚q,
H3i`1 “ HipN˚q,
H3i`2 “ HipM˚q.
See [23, Footnote, P. 367].
6.1. Reidemeister torsion of a torus. In this subsection we calculate the Rei-
demeister torsion of the torus S.
In our case we assume that the meridian µC of S is sent to a diagonal matrixˆ
ζ 0
0 ζ´1
˙
with ζ2 ‰ 1 by conjugation. Since the longitude λC commutes with µC ,
it is sent to
ˆ
η 0
0 η´1
˙
(η2 may be 1).
We regard S as a cell complex with one 0-cell v (the basepoint), two 1-cells µC
and λC , and one 2-cell f . Here f is attached to the bouquet vYµCYλC so that Bf
is identified with µCλCpµCq´1pλCq´1. So the 0-dimensional chain complex C0pS; ρq
is spanned by tv˜bE, v˜bH, v˜bF u, where v˜ is the lift of v in the universal cover of S.
Similarly, C1pS; ρq is spanned by tµ˜CbE, µ˜CbH, µ˜CbF, λ˜CbE, λ˜CbH, λ˜CbF u,
and C2pS; ρq is spanned by tf˜ b E, f˜ bH, f˜ b F u.
Since we calculate
ρpµCq´1EρpµCq “
ˆ
0 ζ´2
0 0
˙
,
ρpµCq´1HρpµCq “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
,
ρpµCq´1FρpµCq “
ˆ
0 0
ζ2 0
˙
,
the adjoint action of ρpµCq is given by the multiplication from the left of the
following three by three matrix:
M :“
¨
˝ζ´2 0 00 1 0
0 0 ζ2
˛
‚.
Similarly, the adjoint action of ρpλCq is given by
L :“
¨
˝η´2 0 00 1 0
0 0 η2
˛
‚.
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The differential BS2 is given by
BS2 “ Φ
¨
˚˝˚Adρ
ˆ
BpµCλCpµSq´1pλCq´1q
BµC
˙
Adρ
ˆ
BpµCλCpµSq´1pλCq´1q
BλC
˙
˛
‹‹‚
“ Φ
ˆ
Adρ
`
1´ µCλCpµCq´1
˘
Adρ
`
µC ´ µCλCpµCq´1pλCq´1
˘˙
“
ˆ
I3 ´M´1LM
M ´ L´1M´1LM
˙
“
ˆ
I3 ´ L
M ´ I3
˙
“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1´ η´2 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1´ η2
ζ´2 ´ 1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 ζ2 ´ 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
where I3 is the three by three identity matrix. The differential BS1 is given by
BS1 “ Φ
`
AdρpµC ´ 1q AdρpλC ´ 1q
˘
“
¨
˝ζ´2 ´ 1 0 0 η´2 ´ 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ζ2 ´ 1 0 0 η2 ´ 1
˛
‚.
Therefore we have
Ker BS2 “
C¨˝01
0
˛
‚G ,
Im BS2 “
C
BS2
¨
˝10
0
˛
‚, BS2
¨
˝00
1
˛
‚G ,
Ker BS1 “ Im BS2 ‘
C
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
1
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
0
1
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
Im BS1 “
C¨˝10
0
˛
‚,
¨
˝00
1
˛
‚G ,
and so
H2pS; ρq “ C (generated by rSs b
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚),
H1pS; ρq “ C2 (generated by tµ˜C b
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚, λ˜C b
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚u),
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H0pS; ρq “ C (generated by v˜ b
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚).
Here rSs P H2pS;Zq is the fundamental class. Note also that
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚is invariant under
the adjoint action of any element of π1pSq.
Now we calculate the Reidemeister torsion of S. From the calculation above. If
we put
h˜S2 :“
C¨˝01
0
˛
‚G ,
bS2 :“
C¨˝10
0
˛
‚,
¨
˝00
1
˛
‚G ,
h˜S1 :“
C
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
1
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
0
1
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
bS1 :“
C
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1
0
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
1
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
h˜S0 :“
C¨˝01
0
˛
‚G ,
we see that bS2 Y h˜S2 forms a basis of CS2 , that bS1 Y h˜S1 Y BS2 pbS2 q forms a basis of
CS1 , and that h˜
S
0 YBS1 pbS1 q forms a basis of CS0 . Therefore the Reidemeister torsion
of S associated with these bases is
TorpS; ρq “ ˘
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
1 0 0 0 1´ η´2 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1´ η2
0 0 0 0 ζ´2 ´ 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ζ2 ´ 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
0 ζ´2 ´ 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 ζ2 ´ 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
“ ˘1.
(6.3)
Note that we use rSs bH as the generator of H2pS; ρq, tµ˜C bH, λ˜C bHu as the
generator set of H1pS; ρq, and v˜ bH as the generator of H0pS; ρq. Here H can be
characterized as the vector that is invariant under the adjoint action of ρpµCq (and
hence that of ρpλCq).
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From (6.1) we have
(6.4) TorpE; ρq “ TorpD; ρq
TorpS; ρqTorpH˚q .
6.2. Im ρC is Abelian and Im ρD is non-Abelian. Let ρ be the representation
defined in Subection 4.2. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. The Reidemeister torsion TorpE; ρq of E twisted by the adjoint
action of the representation ρ associated with the meridian is given by
TorpE; ρq “ ˘p2b` 1qpω
2a`1
2 ` ω´2a´12 q2
2pω22 ´ ω´22 q2
.
Corollary 6.3. Let ρANξ,j be the representation ρ with z “ exppξ{2q and ω2 “
exp
´
p2j`1qpi?´1
2b`1
¯
. Then we have
TorpE; ρANξ,j q “ ˘
2b` 1
2
cos2
´
p2a`1qp2j`1qpi
2b`1
¯
sin2
´
2p2j`1qpi
2b`1
¯ “ ˘τ1pξ; jq´2.
The rest of this subsection will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.2. Note
that this may follow from [20, Theorem 3.7] but for later use we will give a proof
from scratch.
6.2.1. Reidemeister torsion of S. From (6.3) we know that TorpS; ρq “ ˘1. From
the calculation there the associated bases for HipS; ρq (i “ 0, 1, 2) are as follows.
Since we calculateˆ
ω2 z
´1
0 ω´12
˙´1
E
ˆ
ω2 z
´1
0 ω´12
˙
“
ˆ
0 ω´22
0 0
˙
,
ˆ
ω2 z
´1
0 ω´12
˙´1
H
ˆ
ω2 z
´1
0 ω´12
˙
“
ˆ
1 2ω´12 z
´1
0 ´1
˙
,
ˆ
ω2 z
´1
0 ω´12
˙´1
F
ˆ
ω2 z
´1
0 ω´12
˙
“
ˆ´ω2z´1 ´z´2
ω22 ω2z
´1
˙
,
ρpθ1q´1Eρpθ1q “
ˆ ´z´1 ` ω´12 z 1
´pω´12 z ´ z´1q2 z´1 ´ ω´12 z
˙
,
ρpθ1q´1Hρpθ1q “
ˆ
1 0
2z´1 ´ 2ω´12 z ´1
˙
,
ρpθ1q´1Fρpθ1q “
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
,
the adjoint action of ρpµCq “ ρpxq is given by the multiplication from the left of
the following three by three matrix:
X :“ Θ1
¨
˝ω´22 2ω´12 z´1 ´z´20 1 ´ω2z´1
0 0 ω22
˛
‚Θ´11
with
Θ1 :“
¨
˝ 1 0 0´z´1 ` ω´12 z 1 0
´pω´12 z ´ z´1q2 2z´1 ´ 2ω´12 z 1
˛
‚.
Note that the adjoint action of rλCs is trivial.
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If we put
U :“ Θ1
¨
˝ 2pω2 ´ ω´12 qz
0
˛
‚“
¨
˝ 2zpω2 ` ω´12 q ´ 2z´1
2pω2 ` ω´12 ´ z2 ´ z´2q
˛
‚,
then U is invariant under X and so it is invariant under the adjoint action of any
element in π1pSq. Therefore we have
‚ H2pS; ρq “ C is generated by trSs b Uu,
‚ H1pS; ρq “ C2 is generated by tµ˜C b U, λ˜C b Uu, and
‚ H0pS; ρq “ C is generated by tv˜ b U}.
6.2.2. Reidemeister torsion of C. Since ∆pT p2, 2a ` 1qp2,2b`1qq “
pt2a`1 ´ t´p2a`1qqpt1{2 ´ t´1{2q
pt´ t´1qptp2a`1q{2 ´ t´p2a`1q{2q (see for example [21]) and the eigenvalues of
the image of ρpµCq are ω˘12 ‰ ˘1, we have
TorpC; ρq “ ˘ 1`
ω2 ´ ω´12
˘2
¨
˝
´
ω
2p2a`1q
2 ´ ω´2p2a`1q2
¯ `
ω2 ´ ω´12
˘
`
ω22 ´ ω´22
˘ ´
ω2a`12 ´ ω´p2a`1q2
¯
˛
‚
2
“ ˘ 1`
ω2 ´ ω´12
˘2
ˆ
ω2a`12 ` ω´2a´12
ω2 ` ω´12
˙2
from Proposition 5.1. From its proof we also have
H2pC; ρq “ t0u,
H1pC; ρq “ C (generated by x˜b U),
H0pC; ρq “ C (generated by v˜ b U)
since U is invariant under the adjoint action of ρpµCq.
6.2.3. Reidemeister torsion of D. We regard D as a cell complex with one 0-cell
v, two 1-cells p and t, and one 2-cell f . Note that f is attached to the bouquet
v Y pY t so that its boundary is identified with ptptp´1t´1p´1t´1.
The adjoint actions of ρppq and ρptq are given by
P :“
¨
˝z´2 2z´1 ´10 1 ´z
0 0 z2
˛
‚“ Θ1 `P1 P2 P3˘Θ´11
with
P1 :“
¨
˝ ω´22 z2ω´32 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2qz
´ω´42 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q2
˛
‚,
P2 :“
¨
˝ 2ω´12 zω´22 p2pω2 ´ 1qz2 ´ ω2pω2 ´ 2qq
´2ω´32 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2qppω2 ´ 1qz2 ` ω2qz´1
˛
‚,
P3 :“
¨
˝ ´1´z ´ z´1 ` ω´12 z
pz ` z´1 ´ ω´12 zq2
˛
‚
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and
T :“ Θ1
¨
˚˝˚ω´2b2 2ω2p1´ω´2b2 qpω22´1qz ´ω2´2b2 pω2b2 ´1q2pω22´1q2z2
0 1 ´ω2pω2b2 ´1qpω2
2
´1qz
0 0 ω2b2
˛
‹‹‚Θ´11
“ Θ1
¨
˝´ω2
2ω2
pω2´1qz
ω2
pω2´1q2z2
0 1 1pω2´1qz
0 0 ´ω´12
˛
‚Θ´11
since ω2b`12 “ ´1.
The differential B2 is given by the following six by three matrix.
BD2
“Φ
¨
˝Adρ
´
Bpptptp´1t´1p´1t´1q
Bp
¯
Adρ
´
Bpptptp´1t´1p´1t´1q
Bt
¯
˛
‚
“Φ
ˆ
Adρp1` pt´ ptptp´1 ´ ptptp´1t´1p´1q
Adρpp` ptp´ ptptp´1t´1 ´ ptptp´1t´1p´1t´1q
˙
“
ˆ
I3 ` TP ´ TPT ´ T
P ` PTP ´ PT ´ I3
˙
“
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
ˆ diag`ω´12 ppω2 ´ 1q2z2 ´ ω2qz´2, ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qppω2 ´ 1qz2 ` ω2qz´1,
ω´32 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q, 1, ω´12 pω2 ´ 1qz, ω´22 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q
˘
ˆ
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
´1 2 1
1 ´2 ´1
1 ´2 ´1
1 ´2 ´1
1 ´2 ´1
´1 2 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
ˆ diag
ˆ pω2 ` 1qpz2 ´ ω2q
ω22
,
z2 ´ ω2
ω2pω2 ´ 1qz ,
pω22 ´ ω2 ` 1qz2 ´ ω2
pω2 ´ 1q2z2
˙
Θ´11 ,
where diagpc1, c2, . . . , cnq denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
c1, c2, . . . , cn. The differential BD1 is given by the following three by six matrix.
BD1
“Φ `Adρpp´ 1q Adρpt´ 1q˘
“Θ1
ˆ
¨
˝ ω´22 z2 ´ 1 2ω´12 zω´32 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2qz ω´22 p2pω2 ´ 1qz2 ´ ω2pω2 ´ 2qq ´ 1
´ω´42 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q2 ´2ω´32 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2qppω2 ´ 1qz2 ` ω2qz´1
´1 ´ω2 ´ 1 2ω2ω2z´z ω2pω2´1q2z2
´z ´ z´1 ` ω´12 z 0 0 1pω2´1qz
pz ` z´1 ´ ω´12 zq2 ´ 1 0 0 ´ω´12 ´ 1
˛
‹‚
ˆ
ˆ
Θ´11 O3
O3 Θ
´1
1
˙
.
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Therefore we see that BD1 is surjective and
Ker BD2 “
C
Θ1
¨
˝ 2pω2 ´ ω´12 qz
0
˛
‚,Θ1
¨
˝ 2z ` z´1 ´ 2ω´12 z
2ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2q
˛
‚G ,
Im BD2 “
Cˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
´ω´12 ppω2 ´ 1q2z2 ´ ω2qz´2
ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qppω2 ´ 1qz2 ` ω2qz´1
ω´32 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q
1
ω´12 pω2 ´ 1qz
´ω´22 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
Ker BD1 “ Im BD2
‘
Cˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
2
z ` z´1 ´ 2ω´12 z
2ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2q
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
2
pω2 ´ ω´12 qz
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
.
Putting U :“ Θ1
¨
˝ 2pω2 ´ ω´12 qz
0
˛
‚ as before and V :“
Θ1
¨
˝ 2z ` z´1 ´ 2ω´12 z
2ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2q
˛
‚“
¨
˝ 2z ´ z´1
0
˛
‚, we have
H2pD; ρq “ C2 (generated by f˜ b U and f˜ b V s),
H1pD; ρq “ C2 (generated by p˜b V and t˜b U),
H0pD; ρq “ t0u.
Note that the vector U is invariant under the adjoint actions of ρpµCq “ ρpxq and
ρpλCq “ I2, and that V is invariant under the adjoint actions of ρpµq “ ρppq and
ρpλq “ ρpλCxbpq´bλCxbp´3b´1q, where µ and λ are the meridian and the longitude
of T p2, 2a` 1qp2,2b`1q. The latter is because the adjoint action of ρpλq is given by¨
˚˝z8b`4 ´ 2pz
8b`4´1q
z´z´1 ´ pz
4b`2´z´4b´2q2
pz´z´1q2
0 1 1´z
´8b´4
z´z´1
0 0 z´8b´4
˛
‹‚.
We want to study topological interpretation of the generators f˜ bU and f˜ b V .
To do that we calculate iD˚ prSs b Uq and i˚prΣs b V q, where Σ is the boundary
component of D other than S and i : ΣÑ D is the inclusion.
As described in Subsection 6.1, rSsbU generates H2pS; ρq. Here rSs is presented
by the 2-cell whose boundary is attached to
µCλCµ
´1
C λ
´1
C “ x ¨ r ¨ x´1 ¨ r´1 “ ptptp´1t´1p´1t´1.
Since this coincides with the boundary of f , we have
iD˚ prSs b Uq “ f˜ b U.
Next we calculate i˚prΣsbV q. As in the previous case, rΣsbV generatesH2pΣ; ρq
and rΣs is presented by the 2-cell whose boundary is attached to µλµ´1λ´1. Since
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λ “ tptp´1 from Figure 7, we have
µλµ´1λ´1 “ p ¨ tptp´1 ¨ p´1 ¨ `tptp´1˘´1
“ ptptp´1t´1p´1t´1,
which coincides with the boundary of f . So we also have iD˚ prΣs b V q “ f˜ b V .
Therefore we conclude that H2pD; ρq is generated by iD˚ prSs bUq and iD˚ prΣs bV q.
Now we calculate the Reidemeister torsion of D.
From the calculation above if we put
h˜D2 :“
C
Θ1
¨
˝ 2pω2 ´ ω´12 qz
0
˛
‚,Θ1
¨
˝ 2z ` z´1 ´ 2ω´12 z
2ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2q
˛
‚G ,
bD2 :“
C
Θ1
¨
˚˝ ω22pω2`1qpz2´ω2q
0
0
˛
‹‚
G
,
h˜D1 :“
Cˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
2
z ` z´1 ´ 2ω´12 z
2ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2q
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
2
pω2 ´ ω´12 qz
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
bD1 :“
Cˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
1
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
0
1
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
0
0
1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
we see that h˜D2 Y bD2 forms a basis of CD2 , that h˜D1 Y bD1 Y BD2 pbD2 q forms a basis
of CD1 , and that BD1 pbD1 q forms a basis of CD0 . Therefore the Reidemeister torsion
of D associated with these bases is
TorpD; ρq
“ ˘ det
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
ˆ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2 0 0 0 0 ´ω´12 ppω2 ´ 1q2z2 ´ ω2qz´2
z ` z´1 ´ 2ω´12 z 0 1 0 0 ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qppω2 ´ 1qz2 ` ω2qz´1
2ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2q 0 0 0 0 ω´32 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q
0 2 0 0 0 1
0 pω2 ´ ω´12 qz 0 1 0 ω´12 pω2 ´ 1qz
0 0 0 0 1 ´ω´22 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
ˆ
¨
˚˝
detΘ1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2 2
ω2
2
pω2`1qpz2´ω2q
pω2 ´ ω´12 qz z ` z´1 ´ 2ω´12 z 0
0 2ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2q 0
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
˛
‹‚
´1
ˆ
¨
˚˝
detΘ1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2ω´12 z
2ω2
ω2z´z
ω2
pω2´1q2z2
ω´22 p2pω2 ´ 1qz2 ´ ω2pω2 ´ 2qq ´ 1 0 1pω2´1qz
´2ω´32 pω2 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω2qppω2 ´ 1qz2 ` ω2qz´1 0 ´ω´12 ´ 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
˛
‹‚
´1
“˘ 1
2
.
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6.2.4. Reidemeister torsion of the Mayer–Vietoris sequence. From (6.4) and the
calculation above, we have
(6.5) TorpE; ρq “ TorpC; ρqTorpD; ρq
TorpH˚q “ ˘
pω2a`12 ` ω´2a´12 q2
2pω22 ´ ω´22 q2TorpH˚q
.
We calculate the torsion of the Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence with respect to
the bases that we have calculated:
H2pS; ρq “ xrSs b Uy ,
H1pS; ρq “
A
µ˜C b U, λ˜C b U
E
,
H0pS; ρq “ xv˜ b Uy ,
H1pC; ρq “ xx˜b Uy ,
H0pC; ρq “ xv˜ b Uy ,
H2pD; ρq “
@
iD˚ prSs b Uq, iD˚ prΣs b V q
D
,
H1pD; ρq “
@
p˜b V, t˜b UD .
So the exact sequence becomes
δ3ÝÝÝÝÑ C ϕ2ÝÝÝÝÑ C2 ψ2ÝÝÝÝÑ H2pE; ρq
δ2ÝÝÝÝÑ C2 ϕ1ÝÝÝÝÑ C‘ C2 ψ1ÝÝÝÝÑ H1pE; ρq
δ1ÝÝÝÝÑ C ϕ0ÝÝÝÝÑ C ψ0ÝÝÝÝÑ H0pE; ρq.
We will study the homomorphisms ϕk (k “ 0, 1, 2).
‚ ϕ2: We know that iC˚ sends rSs b U P H2pS; ρq to iD˚ prSs b Uq P H2pD; ρq,
that rSsbU generatesH2pS; ρq, and that iD˚ prSsbUq is one of the generators
of H2pD; ρq. Therefore we conclude that ϕ2 is injective.
‚ ϕ0: We can also see that iC˚ sends the generator v˜ b U of H0pS; ρq to the
generator v˜ b U of H0pC; ρq, and so ϕ0 is an isomorphism.
‚ ϕ1: Since µC “ x and λC “ ypxyq2ax´4a´1 from § 3, we see that iC˚ sends
µ˜C b U to x˜b U P H1pC; ρq and λ˜C b U to
iC˚ pλ˜C b Uq
“
ˆBpypxyq2ax´4a´1q
B x x˜
˙
b U `
ˆBpypxyq2ax´4a´1q
B y y˜
˙
b U
“x˜b
˜
2a´1ÿ
k“0
pY XqkY ´
˜
4a`1ÿ
k“1
X´k
¸
pY Xq2aY
¸
U ` y˜ b
˜
2aÿ
k“0
pXY qk
¸
U
“0 P H1pC; ρq
since x˜ “ y˜, X “ Y , and XU “ U .
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On the other hand µC “ ptpt´1 and λC “ tpptpt´1q´b in π1pDq from
§ 3. Therefore we conclude that iD˚ sends µ˜C b U to
iD˚ pµ˜C b Uq
“
ˆBpptpt´1q
B p p˜
˙
b U `
ˆBpptpt´1q
B t t˜
˙
b U
“p˜b pI3 ` TP qU ` t˜b pP ´ T´1PTP qU
“
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
´2ω´12 z´2pz2 ` 1qppω2 ´ 1q2z2 ´ ω2q
2ω´12 pω2 ´ 1qz´1pz2 ` 1qppω2 ´ 1qz2 ` ω2q
2ω´32 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ` 1qpz2 ´ ω2q
2pz2 ´ 1q
2ω´12 pω2 ´ 1qzpz2 ´ ω2q
´2ω´22 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ` 1qpz2 ´ ω2q
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“2pz2 ` 1q
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
´ω´12 ppω2 ´ 1q2z2 ´ ω2qz´2
ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qppω2 ´ 1qz2 ` ω2qz´1
ω´32 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q
1
ω´12 pω2 ´ 1qz
´ω´22 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
´ 2
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
2
pω2 ´ ω´12 qz
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“´ 2t˜b U P H1pD; ρq,
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and λ˜C b U to
iD˚ pλ˜C b Uq
“
ˆBptpptpt´1q´bq
B p p˜
˙
b U `
ˆBptpptpt´1q´bq
B t t˜
˙
b U
“p˜b
˜
´
bÿ
k“1
pP´1T´1P´1T qkT ´
b´1ÿ
k“0
P´1T pP´1T´1P´1T qkT
¸
U
` t˜b
˜
I3 `
b´1ÿ
k“0
pP´1T´1P´1T qkT ´
b´1ÿ
k“0
T´1P´1T pP´1T´1P´1T qkT
¸
U
“
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
2bω´12 z
´2pz2 ` 1qppω2 ´ 1q2z2 ´ ω2q
´2bω´22 z´1pz2 ` 1qpω2 ´ 1qppω2 ´ 1qz2 ` ω2q
´2bω´32 pz2 ` 1qpz2 ´ ω2qpω2 ´ 1q2
2´ 2bpz2 ´ 1q
ω´12 zpω2 ´ 1qp´2bz2 ` 2bω ` ω ` 1q
2bω´22 pz2 ` 1qpz2 ´ ω2qpω2 ´ 1q2
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“´ 2bpz2 ` 1q
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
´ω´12 ppω2 ´ 1q2z2 ´ ω2qz´2
ω´22 pω2 ´ 1qppω2 ´ 1qz2 ` ω2qz´1
ω´32 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q
1
ω´12 pω2 ´ 1qz
´ω´22 pω2 ´ 1q2pz2 ´ ω2q
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
` p2b` 1q
ˆ
Θ1 O3
O3 Θ1
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
2
pω2 ´ ω´12 qz
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“p2b` 1qt˜b U P H1pD; ρq.
So ϕ1 is presented by the matrix¨
˝ 1 00 0
´2 2b` 1
˛
‚
with respect to the bases mentioned above. It is clear that ϕ1 is injective.
Therefore we have H0pE; ρq “ t0u, H2pE; ρq “ C, which is generated by pjD˚ ˝
iD˚ qprΣs b V q, and H1pE; ρq “ C, which is generated by jD˚ pp˜b V q “ µ˜b V .
Now the bases for H are given as follows:
cH8 “ xrSs b Uy ,
cH7 “
@
iD˚ prSs b Uq, iD˚ prΣs b V q
D
,
cH6 “
@pjD˚ ˝ iD˚ qprΣs b V qD ,
cH5 “
A
µ˜C b U, λ˜C b U
E
,
cH4 “
@
x˜b U, p˜b V, t˜b UD ,
cH3 “ xµ˜b V y ,
cH2 “ xv˜ b Uy ,
cH1 “ xv˜ b Uy .
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We choose bHi as follows:
bH8 “ cH8 ,
bH7 “
@
iD˚ prΣs b V q
D
,
bH5 “ cH5 ,
bH4 “ xp˜b V y ,
bH2 “ cH2 .
Then the torsion of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence equals
TorpH˚q “ ˘
“BpbH8 q Y bH7 | cH7 ‰ “bH5 | cH5 ‰ “BpbH4 q | cH3 ‰ “BpbH2 q | cH1 ‰“
bH8 | cH8
‰ “BpbH7 q | cH6 ‰ “BpbH5 q Y bH4 | cH4 ‰ “bH2 | cH2 ‰
“ ˘ 1
det
¨
˝ 1 0 00 0 1
´2 2b` 1 0
˛
‚
“ ˘ 1
2b` 1 .
So we finally have
TorpE; ρq “ ˘p2b` 1qpω
2a`1
2 ` ω´2a´12 q2
2pω22 ´ ω´22 q2
from (6.5).
6.3. Im ρC is non-Abelian and Im ρD is Abelian. Let ρ be the representation
defined in Subsection 4.3. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.4. The Reidemeister torsion TorpE; ρq of E twisted by the adjoint
action of the representation ρ associated with the meridian is given by
TorpE; ρq “ ˘2a` 1
2
ˆ
z8a´2b`3 ` z´8a`2b´3
ω1 ´ ω´11
˙2
.
Corollary 6.5. Let ρNAξ,k be the representation ρ with z “ exppξ{2q and ω1 “
exp
´
p2k`1qpi?´1
2a`1
¯
. Then we have
TorpE; ρNAξ,k q “ ˘
2a` 1
2
cosh2
´
p8a´2b`3qξ
2
¯
sin2
´
p2k`1qpi
2a`1
¯ “ ˘τ2pξ; kq´2.
The rest of this subsection will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.4
6.3.1. Reidemeister torsion of S. Since we calculate
ρpxq´1Eρpxq “
ˆ
0 z´4
0 0
˙
,
ρpxq´1Hρpxq “
ˆ
1 2z´2
0 ´1
˙
,
ρpxq´1Fρpxq “
ˆ´z2 ´1
z4 z2
˙
,
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the adjoint actions of ρpµCq is given by the multiplications from the left of the
following three by three matrix:
X :“
¨
˝z´4 2z´2 ´10 1 ´z2
0 0 z4
˛
‚.
If we put
W :“
¨
˝ 2z2 ´ z´2
0
˛
‚,
then W is invariant under the adjoint action of any element of π1pSq.
Therefore we have
H2pS; ρq “ C (generated by rSs bW ),
H1pS; ρq “ C2 (generated by tµ˜C bW, λ˜C bW u),
H0pS; ρq “ C (generated by v˜ bW )
from Subsection 6.1.
6.3.2. Reidemeister torsion of C. In [6, 6.2], J. Dubois proved that the cohomo-
logical Reidemeister torsion of C twisted by ρ associated with the longitude is
˘
ˆ
ω1 ´ ω´11
2a` 1
˙2
. Since we are using homological Reidemeister torsion associated
with the meridian, we need to take its inverse and multiply by
Bu
Bv from [33,
The´ore`me 4.1], where if we put z2 :“ eu{2 in ρpµCq “ ρpxq then ρpλCq is given
as
ˆ
ev{2 ˚
0 e´v{2
˙
. Since ev{2 “ ´z´8a´4 from Subsection 4.3, we have
(6.6)
Bu
Bv “
1
´4a´ 2 .
Therefore we have
TorpC; ρq “ ˘ p2a` 1q
2
pω1 ´ ω´11 q2
ˆ 1p´4a´ 2q “ ˘
2a` 1
2pω1 ´ ω´11 q2
.
However for later use we give a proof by direct calculation.
We regard C as a cell complex with one 0-cell v, two 1-cells x and y, and one
2-cell f , where the boundary of f is attached to the bouquet v Y x Y y along the
word pxyqaxpxyq´ay´1. Since we have
ρpyq´1Eρpyq “
ˆ
z´2pω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4q z´4
´pω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4q2 ´z´2pω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4q
˙
,
ρpyq´1Hρpyq “
ˆ
1 0
´2z2pω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4q ´1
˙
,
ρpyq´1Fρpyq “
ˆ
0 0
z4 0
˙
,
the adjoint action of ρpyq is given by
Y :“
¨
˝ z´4 0 0z´2pω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4q 1 0
´pω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4q2 ´2z2pω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4q z4
˛
‚.
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The differential BC2 : C2pC; ρq Ñ C1pC; ρq is given by
BC2 “ Φ
¨
˚˝˚Adρ
ˆ
Bppxyqaxpxyq´ay´1q
Bx
˙
Adρ
ˆ
Bppxyqaxpxyq´ay´1q
By
˙
˛
‹‹‚
“
ˆ řa
k“0pY Xqk ´
řa
k“1pY Xq´kXpY Xqařa´1
k“0XpY Xqk ´
řa
k“0 Y
´1pY Xq´kXpY Xqa
˙
“ 1pω21 ´ 1q2
`
D1 D2 D3
˘
with
D1 :“ ´z´4pz4 ´ ω1qpz4 ´ ω´11 qD3,
D2 :“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
2ω1
``
ω21 ` ω1 ` 1
˘
z8 ´ 2ω1z4 ´ ω1 ´ 2a
`
z4 ´ ω1
˘ `
z4ω1 ´ 1
˘˘
z´6
p2a` 1qω41 ´ 2
`
z4 ` a `z8 ` 3˘` 1˘ω31z´4
`2 `z12 ` z4 ` a `4z8 ` 2˘` 1˘ω21z´8
´2 `z4 ` a `z8 ` 3˘` 1˘ω1z´4 ` 2a` 1
2p2a` 1qpω1z4 ´ 1q2pz4 ´ ω1q2z´10
´2p2a` 1qω1
`
z4 ´ ω1
˘ `
z4ω1 ´ 1
˘
z´2
´2p2a` 1qω21z8 ` 2ω1
`pω1 ´ 1qω1 ` 3a `ω21 ` 1˘` 1˘ z4
´ `pω1 ´ 2qω31 ´ 2ω1 ` 2a `ω41 ` 4ω21 ` 1˘` 1˘
`2ω1
`
aω21 ´ ω1 ` a
˘
z´4
2
`
z4 ´ ω1
˘ `
z4ω1 ´ 1
˘``
z8 ` 2z4 ´ ω1 ´ 1
˘
ω1 ` 2a
`
z4 ´ ω1
˘ `
z4ω1 ´ 1
˘´ 1˘ z´6
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
(6.7)
D3 :“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
ω1
``
ω21 ´ 2aω1 ` ω1 ` 1
˘
z4 ` 2aω1 ` ω1
˘
z´4
´ `z4 ´ 1˘ω1 `a `z4 `ω21 ` 1˘´ 2ω1˘´ `z4 ` 1˘ω1˘ z´6
p2a` 1q `z4 ´ 1˘ `z4 ´ ω1˘ω1 `z4ω1 ´ 1˘ z´8
´p2a` 1q `z4 ´ 1˘ω21
´ `z4 ´ 1˘ω1 ``z4 ` 1˘ω1 ` a `2ω1z4 ´ ω21 ´ 1˘˘ z´2`
z4 ´ ω1
˘ `
z4ω1 ´ 1
˘ `
ω1
`
z4 ` 2a `z4 ´ 1˘` ω1 ` 1˘` 1˘ z´4
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
(6.8)
and
BC1
“Φ `Adρpx ´ 1q Adρpy ´ 1q˘
“ `X ´ I3 Y ´ I3˘
“
¨
˝ z´4 ´ 1 2z´2 ´10 0 ´z2
0 0 z4 ´ 1
z´4 ´ 1 0 0
z´2pω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4q 0 0
´pω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4q2 ´2z2pω1 ` ω´11 ´ z4 ´ z´4q z4 ´ 1
˛
‚
with respect to the bases tv˜ b E, v˜ b H, v˜ b F u for C0pC; ρq, tx˜ b E, x˜ b H, x˜ b
F, y˜ b E, y˜ bH, y˜ b F u for C1pC; ρq, and tf˜ b E, f˜ bH, f˜ b F u for C0pC; ρq.
So we have
Ker BC2 “
C¨˝ z40
pz4 ´ ω1qpz4 ´ ω´11 q
˛
‚G ,
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Im BC2 “
C
BC2
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚, BC2
¨
˝00
1
˛
‚G ,
Ker BC1 “ Im BC2 ‘
C
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
2
z2 ´ z´2
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
“ Im BC2 ‘ xx˜bW y ,
Im BC1 “
C
BC1
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
1
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
, BC1
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
1
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
, BC1
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
0
0
1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
where we put W :“
¨
˝ 2z2 ´ z´2
0
˛
‚as before.
Now we study topological interpretation of the generator of Ker BC2 . Let rSs P
H2pS;Zq be the fundamental class. We will calculate iC˚ prSs bW q. Since rSs is
presented by a 2-cell whose boundary is attached to
µCλCµ
´1
C λ
´1
C “ x ¨ ypxyq2ax´4a´1 ¨ x´1 ¨ x4a`1pxyq´2ay´1¨
“ `pxyqaxpxyq´ay´1˘ˆ adypxyqa ´`pxyqaxpxyq´ay´1˘´1¯
with adzpwq :“ zwz´1, we have
iC˚ prSs bW q “ f˜ bW `Adρpypxyqaqp´f˜ bW q
“ pI3 ´ pY XqaY q
¨
˝ 2z2 ´ z´2
0
˛
‚
“
¨
˝ 20
2pz4 ` z´4 ´ ω1 ´ ω´11 q
˛
‚
“ 2z´4
¨
˝ z40
pz4 ´ ω1qpz4 ´ ω´11 q
˛
‚.
This is because if w is the word presenting the boundary of f , then the element
adzpwq is lifted to z˜w˜z˜´1 in the universal cover of C. Since w˜ bounds a lift of f ,
z˜w˜z˜´1 coincides with z ¨ w˜, where ¨ means the action of π1pCq on the universal
cover of C by the covering transformation.
Therefore we have
H2pC; ρq “ C, (generated by iC˚ prSs bW ),
H1pC; ρq “ C (generated by x˜bW ),
H0pC; ρq “ t0u.
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From the calculation above if we put
h˜C2 :“
C¨˝ 20
2pz4 ` z´4 ´ ω1 ´ ω´11 q
˛
‚G ,
bC2 :“
C¨˝01
0
˛
‚,
¨
˝00
1
˛
‚G ,
h˜C1 :“
C
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
2
z2 ´ z´2
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
bC1 :“
C
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
1
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
1
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
0
0
1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
we see that bC2 Y h˜C2 forms a basis of C2pC; ρq, that bC1 Y h˜C1 YBC2 pbC2 q forms a basis
of C1pC; ρq, and that BC1 pbC1 q forms a basis of C0pC; ρq. Therefore the Reidemeister
torsion of C associated with these bases is
TorpC; ρq
“ ˘
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
0 0 0 2
1 0 0 z2 ´ z´2
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
1
pω2
1
´1q2D2
1
pω2
1
´1q2D3
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
0 0 2
1 0 0
0 1 2pz4 ` z´4 ´ ω1 ´ ω´41 q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2z´2 ´1 0
0 ´z2 0
0 z4 ´ 1 z4 ´ 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
“˘ 2a` 1
2pω1 ´ ω´11 q2
.
6.3.3. Reidemeister torsion of D. As before, we regard D as a cell complex with
one 0-cell v, two 1-cells p and t, and one 2-cell f . The adjoint action of ρppq is given
by
P :“ Θ2
¨
˝z´2 0 00 1 0
0 0 z2
˛
‚Θ´12
with
Θ2 :“
¨
˚˝1 2z2z4´1 ´ z4pz4´1q2
0 1 z
2
1´z4
0 0 1
˛
‹‚.
Since ρptq “ ´ρppq´8a`2b´4, the adjoint action of ρptq is given by T :“ P´8a`2b´4.
The differential B2 is given by
BD2
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“Φ
¨
˝Adρ
´
Bpptptp´1t´1p´1t´1q
Bp
¯
Adρ
´
Bpptptp´1t´1p´1t´1q
Bt
¯
˛
‚
“
ˆ
I3 ` TP ´ P´1TPTP ´ P´1T´1P´1TPTP
P ` PTP ´ T´1P´1TPTP ´ T´1P´1T´1P´1TPTP
˙
“
ˆpI3 ´ P´8a`2b´4qpI3 ` P´8a`2b´3q
pP ´ I3qpI3 ` P´8a`2b´3q
˙
“
ˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙
ˆ
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
p1´ z16a´4b`8qp1 ` z16a´4b`6q 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 p1 ´ z´16a`4b´8qp1` z´16a`4b´6q
pz´2 ´ 1qp1` z16a´4b`6q 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 pz2 ´ 1qp1` z´16a`4b´6q
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
ˆΘ´12 .
The differential BD1 is given by
BD1
“Φ `Adρpp´ 1q Adρpt´ 1q˘
“Θ2
¨
˝z´2 ´ 1 0 0 z16a´4b`8 ´ 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 z2 ´ 1 0 0 z´16a`4b´8 ´ 1
˛
‚ˆΘ´12 O3
O3 Θ
´1
2
˙
.
Therefore we have
Ker BD2 “
C
Θ2
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚G “
C
1
z2 ´ z´2
¨
˝ 2z2 ´ z´2
0
˛
‚G ,
Im BD2 “
Cˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1´ z16a´4b`8
0
0
z´2 ´ 1
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
ˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
1´ z´16a`4b´8
0
0
z2 ´ 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
Ker BD1 “ Im BD2 ‘
Cˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
1
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
ˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
0
1
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
“ Im BD2 ‘
C
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
2
z2 ´ z´2
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
2
z2 ´ z´2
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
Im BD1 “
Cˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙¨˝z´2 ´ 10
0
˛
‚,ˆΘ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙¨˝ 00
z2 ´ 1
˛
‚.
G
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So we have
H2pD; ρq “ C (generated by f˜ bW ),
H1pD; ρq “ C2 (generated by p˜bW and t˜bW ),
H0pD; ρq “ C (generated by v˜ bW ).
As in the previous case we have iD˚ prSs b W q “ f˜ b W and so H2pD; ρq is
generated by iD˚ prSs bW q.
Remark 6.6. We calculate i˚prΣs bW q, where i : ΣÑ D is the inclusion map. As
in Subsubsection 6.2.3, the fundamental group rΣs coincides with f . Moreover it
can be seen that the adjoint action of π1pΣq leaves W invariant. So we see that
i˚prΣs bW q also coincides with f˜ bW .
Now we calculate the Reidemeister torsion of D.
From the calculation above if we put
h˜D2 :“
C
Θ2
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚G ,
bD2 :“
C
Θ2
¨
˝10
0
˛
‚,Θ2
¨
˝00
1
˛
‚G ,
h˜D1 :“
Cˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
1
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
ˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
0
0
1
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
bD1 :“
Cˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1
0
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
ˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0
0
1
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
G
,
h˜D0 :“
C
Θ2
¨
˝01
0
˛
‚G ,
we see that h˜D2 Y bD2 forms a basis of CD2 , that h˜D1 Y bD1 Y BD2 pbD2 q forms a basis
of CD1 , and that h˜
D
0 Y BD1 pbD1 q forms a basis of CD0 . Therefore the Reidemeister
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torsion of D associated with these bases is
TorpD; ρq
“ ˘ det
ˆ
Θ2 O3
O3 Θ2
˙
ˆ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
0 0 1 0 p1 ´ z16a´4b`8qp1 ` z16a´4b`6q 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 p1´ z´16a`4b´8qp1 ` z´16a`4b´6q
0 0 0 0 pz´2 ´ 1qp1` z16a´4b`6q 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 pz2 ´ 1qp1` z´16a`4b´6q
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
ˆ
¨
˝detΘ2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
detΘ2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
0 z´2 ´ 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 z2 ´ 1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
˛
‚
´1
“˘ pz8a´2b`3 ` z´8a`2b´3q2.
6.3.4. Reidemeister torsion of the Mayer–Vietoris sequence. From (6.4) we have
(6.9) TorpE; ρq “ TorpC; ρqTorpD; ρq
TorpH˚q “ ˘
p2a` 1qpz8a´2b`3 ` z´8a`2b´3q2
2pω1 ´ ω´11 q2TorpH˚q
,
where H˚ is the following Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence (6.2).
We calculate the torsion of the Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence with respect to
the bases that we have calculated:
H2pS; ρq “ xrSs bW y ,
H1pS; ρq “
A
µ˜C bW, λ˜C bW
E
,
H0pS; ρq “ xv˜ bW y ,
H2pC; ρq “
@
iC˚ prSs bW q
D
,
H1pC; ρq “ xx˜bW y ,
H2pD; ρq “
@
iD˚ prSs bW q
D
,
H1pD; ρq “
@
p˜bW, t˜bWD ,
H0pD; ρq “ xv˜ bW y
with W :“
¨
˝ 2z2 ´ z´2
0
˛
‚. So the exact sequence becomes
δ3ÝÝÝÝÑ C ϕ2ÝÝÝÝÑ C‘ C ψ2ÝÝÝÝÑ H2pE; ρq
δ2ÝÝÝÝÑ C2 ϕ1ÝÝÝÝÑ C‘ C2 ψ1ÝÝÝÝÑ H1pE; ρq
δ1ÝÝÝÝÑ C ϕ0ÝÝÝÝÑ C ψ0ÝÝÝÝÑ H0pE; ρq.
We will study the homomorphisms ϕk (k “ 0, 1, 2).
‚ ϕ2: We know that iC˚ sends rSs bW to iC˚ prSs bW q. Moreover from the
calculation above, we see that iD˚ sends rSsbW to iD˚ prSsbW q. Therefore
ϕ2 is injective.
‚ ϕ0: We can also see that ϕ0 is the identity.
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‚ ϕ1: Since µC “ x and λC “ ypxyq2ax´4a´1 from § 3, we see that iC˚ sends
µ˜C bW to x˜bW P H1pC; ρq and λ˜C bW to
iC˚ pλ˜C bW q
“
ˆBpypxyq2ax´4a´1q
B x x˜
˙
bW `
ˆBpypxyq2ax´4a´1q
B y y˜
˙
bW
“x˜b
˜
2a´1ÿ
k“0
pY XqkY ´
˜
4a`1ÿ
k“1
X´k
¸
pY Xq2aY
¸
W ` y˜ b
˜
2aÿ
k“0
pXY qk
¸
W
“ 2a` 1pω1 ` 1q2
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
´2z´4pp2ω21 ` 3ω1 ` 2qz4 ´ ω1q
z´6p´pω21 ` 4ω1 ` 1qz8 ` p3ω21 ` 2ω1 ` 3qz4 ´ 2ω1q
´2z´8pz4 ` 1qpz4 ´ ω1qpω1z4 ´ 1q
2ω1pz4 ` 1q
z´2pz4 ` 1qp2ω1z4 ´ ω21 ´ 1q
´2z´4pz4 ` 1qpz4 ´ ω1qpω1z4 ´ 1q
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“´ 2p2a` 1q
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
2
z2 ´ z´2
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
` pz2 ` z´2q D2pω21 ´ 1q2
´ 2pz4 ´ z´4q D3pω21 ´ 1q2
“´ 2p2a` 1qx˜bW P H1pC; ρq,
where D2pω2
1
´1q2 and
D3
pω2
1
´1q2 are the second ant the third columns of BC2 ,
respectively (see (6.7) and (6.8)). Note that this is consistent with (6.6).
Since µC “ ptpt´1 and λC “ tpptpt´1q´b in π1pDq as before, iD˚ sends
µ˜C bW to
iD˚ pµ˜C bW q
“
ˆBpptpt´1q
B p p˜
˙
bW `
ˆBpptpt´1q
B t t˜
˙
bW
“p˜b pI3 ` TP qW ` t˜b pP ´ T´1PTP qW
“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
4
2pz2 ´ z´2q
0
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“2p˜bW P H1pD; ρq,
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and λ˜C bW to
iD˚ pλ˜C bW q
“
ˆBptpptpt´1q´bq
B p p˜
˙
bW `
ˆBptpptpt´1q´bq
B t t˜
˙
bW
“p˜b
˜
´
bÿ
k“1
pP´1T´1P´1T qkT ´
b´1ÿ
k“0
P´1T pP´1T´1P´1T qkT
¸
W
` t˜b
˜
I3 `
b´1ÿ
k“0
pP´1T´1P´1T qkT ´
b´1ÿ
k“0
T´1P´1T pP´1T´1P´1T qkT
¸
W
“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
´4b
´2bpz2 ´ z´2q
0
2
z2 ´ z´2
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“´ 2bp˜bW ` t˜bW P H1pD; ρq.
So ϕ1 is presented by the matrix¨
˝1 ´2p2a` 1q2 ´2b
0 1
˛
‚
with respect to the bases mentioned above. It is clear that ϕ1 is injective.
Therefore we have H0pE; ρq “ t0u, H2pE; ρq “ C, which is generated by
pjD˚ ˝ iD˚ qprSs bW q, and H1pE; ρq “ C, which is generated by jD˚ pp˜q bW . From
Remark 6.6, H2pE; ρq is also generated by pjD˚ ˝ iD˚ qprΣs bW q
Now the bases for H are given as follows:
cH8 “ xrSs bW y ,
cH7 “
@
iC˚ prSs bW q, iD˚ prSs bW q
D
,
cH6 “
@pjD˚ ˝ iD˚ qprSs bW qD ,
cH5 “
A
µ˜C bW, λ˜C bW
E
,
cH4 “
@
x˜bW, p˜bW, t˜bWD ,
cH3 “
@
jD˚ pp˜bW q
D
,
cH2 “ xv˜ bW y ,
cH1 “ xv˜ bW y .
We choose bHi as follows:
bH8 “ cH8 ,
bH7 “
@
iD˚ prSs bW q
D
,
bH5 “ cH5 ,
bH4 “ xp˜bW y ,
bH2 “ cH2 .
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Then the torsion of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence equals
TorpH˚q “ ˘
“BpbH8 q Y bH7 | cH7 ‰ “bH5 | cH5 ‰ “BpbH4 q | cH3 ‰ “BpbH2 q | cH1 ‰“
bH8 | cH8
‰ “BpbH7 q | cH6 ‰ “BpbH5 q Y bH4 | cH4 ‰ “bH2 | cH2 ‰
“ ˘ 1“BpbH5 q Y bH4 | cH4 ‰
“ ˘ 1
det
¨
˝1 ´2p2a` 1q 02 ´2b 1
0 1 0
˛
‚
“ ˘1.
So we finally have
TorpE; ρq “ ˘2a` 1
2
ˆ
z8a´2b`3 ` z´8a`2b´3
ω1 ´ ω´11
˙2
from (6.9).
Remark 6.7. Since ρD is Abelian, W is also invariant under the adjoint action of
any element in π1pDq; especially it is invariant under the adjoint action of any
element in π1pΣq.
6.4. Both Im ρC and Im ρD are non-Abelian. Let ρ be the representation de-
fined in Subsection 4.4. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.8. Let γ be the element in H1pE; ρq such that δ1pγq “ v˜bU˜ P H0pE; ρq,
where δ1 is the connecting homomorphism of the Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence
associated with the triple pC,D,C XD “ Sq, v is the basepoint in S, v˜ is its lift in
the universal cover, and U˜ P slp2;Cq is invariant under the adjoint action of any
element in H1pSq. Then the Reidemeister torsion TorpE; ρq of E twisted by the
adjoint action of the representation ρ associated with the meridian and γ is given
by
TorpE; ρq “ ˘p2a` 1qp4p2a` 1q ´ p2b` 1qq
4pω1 ´ ω´11 q2
.
Corollary 6.9. Let ρNNξ,l,m be the representation ρ with z “ exppξ{2q and ω1 “
exp
´
p2l`1qpi?´1
2a`1
¯
and ω3 “ exp
´
p2m`1qpi?´1
2b`1´4p2a`1q
¯
. Then we have
TorpE; ρNNξ,l,mq “ ˘
p2a` 1qp2b` 1´ 4p2a` 1qq
16 sin2
´
p2l`1qpi
2a`1
¯ “ ˘τ2pξ; kq´2.
The rest of this subsection will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.8
6.4.1. Reidemeister torsion of S. As before, we regard S as a cell complex with
one 0-cell v (the basepoint), two 1-cells µC and λC , and one 2-cell f .
From §4.4, we have
ρpµCq “ ρpxq “ θ´13
ˆ
ω3 1
0 ω´13
˙
θ3
ρpλCq “ θ´13
˜
´ω´4a´23 ω
4a`2
3
´ω´4a´2
3
ω3´ω´13
0 ´ω4a`23
¸
θ´13 .
Since these are obtained from those in Subsection 4.3 by replacing z2 with ω3
and taking conjugation by θ3, the Reidemeister torsion is
TorpS; ρq “ ˘1.
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We give generators of the twisted homologies. From the calculation in Subsec-
tion 6.3, we see that
‚ H2pS; ρq “ C is generated by rSs b W˜ ,
‚ H1pS; ρq “ C2 is generated by tµ˜C b W˜ , λ˜C b W˜u, and
‚ H0pS; ρq “ C is generated by v˜ b W˜ .
where W˜ :“ Θ3
¨
˝ 2ω3 ´ ω´13
0
˛
‚with
Θ3 :“
¨
˝ z´1 0 0ω´13 ´ z´2 1 0
´ω´23 z´3pz2 ´ ω3q2 2pz´1 ´ ω´13 zq z
˛
‚.
Since Θ3 “ Θ˜1
¨
˝z´1 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
˛
‚, we have
W˜ “ Θ˜1
¨
˝ 2z´1ω3 ´ ω´13
0
˛
‚“ z´1U˜
with
U˜ :“ Θ˜1
¨
˝ 2pω3 ´ ω´13 qz
0
˛
‚
and
Θ˜1 :“
¨
˝ 1 0 0´z´1 ` ω´13 z 1 0
´pω´13 z ´ z´1q2 2z´1 ´ 2ω´13 z 1
˛
‚.
Note that U˜ (Θ˜1, respectively) is obtained from U (Θ1, respectively) by replacing
ω2 with ω3.
So we can choose generators as follows without changing the Reidemeister tor-
sion:
‚ H2pS; ρq “ C is generated by rSs b U˜ ,
‚ H1pS; ρq “ C2 is generated by tµ˜C b U˜ , λ˜C b U˜u, and
‚ H0pS; ρq “ C is generated by v˜ b U˜ .
6.4.2. Reidemeister torsion of C. The matrices ρpxq and ρpyq are given from those
in Subsection 4.3 by replacing z2 with ω3 and taking conjugation by θ3. Since the
Reidemeister torsion of C in Subsection 6.3 does not involve z, the Reidemeister
torsion in this case is the same and we have
TorpC; ρq “ ˘ 2a` 1
2pω1 ´ ω´11 q2
.
Generators of the twisted homologies are given as follows:
‚ H2pC; ρq “ C is generated by iC˚ prSs b U˜q, and
‚ H1pC; ρq “ C is generated by x˜b U˜ .
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6.4.3. Reidemeister torsion of D. The matrix ρppq is the same as that in Subsec-
tion 6.2. The adjoint action of ρptq is
Θ˜1
¨
˚˝˚ω´8a`2b´23 2ω3p1´ω´8a`2b´23 qpω23´1qz ´ω´8a`2b3 pω8a´2b`23 ´1q2pω23´1q2z2
0 1 ´ω3pω8a´2b`23 ´1qpω2
2
´1qz
0 0 ω8a´2b`22
˛
‹‹‚Θ˜´11
“Θ˜1
¨
˝´ω3
2ω3
pω3´1qz
ω3
pω3´1q2z2
0 1 1pω3´1qz
0 0 ´ω´13
˛
‚Θ˜´11
since ω8a´2b`33 “ ´1. Therefore the adjoint actions of ρppq and ρptq are obtained
from those in Subsection 6.2 by replacing ω2 with ω3, and so we have
TorpD; ρq “ ˘1
2
.
Generators of the twisted homologies are given as follows:
‚ H2pD; ρq “ C2 is generated by f˜ b U˜ and f˜ b V˜ , and
‚ H1pD; ρq “ C2 is generated by p˜b V˜ and t˜b U˜ ,
where U˜ :“ Θ˜1
¨
˝ 2pω3 ´ ω´13 qz
0
˛
‚as before and V˜ :“ Θ˜1
¨
˝ 2z ` z´1 ´ 2ω´13 z
2ω´23 pω3 ´ 1qpz2 ´ ω3q
˛
‚“
¨
˝ 2z ´ z´1
0
˛
‚, which are obtained from U and V by replacing ω2 with ω3, respectively.
Note that we have f˜ b U˜ “ iD˚ prSs b U˜q and f˜ b V˜ “ iD˚ prΣs b V˜ q.
6.4.4. Reidemeister torsion of the Mayer–Vietoris sequence. From (6.4) we have
(6.10) TorpE; ρq “ TorpC; ρqTorpD; ρq
TorpH˚q “ ˘
2a` 1
4pω1 ´ ω´11 q2TorpH˚q
,
where H˚ is the Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence (6.2).
We calculate the torsion of the Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence with respect to
the bases that we have calculated:
H2pS; ρq “
A
rSs b U˜
E
,
H1pS; ρq “
A
µ˜C b U˜ , λ˜C b U˜
E
,
H0pS; ρq “
A
v˜ b U˜
E
,
H2pC; ρq “
A
iC˚ prSs b U˜q
E
,
H1pC; ρq “
A
x˜b U˜
E
,
H2pD; ρq “
A
iD˚ prSs b U˜q, iD˚ prΣs b V˜ q
E
,
H1pD; ρq “
A
p˜b V˜ , t˜b U˜
E
.
So we see that H0pE; ρq “ t0u and have the following exact sequence.
δ3ÝÝÝÝÑ C ϕ2ÝÝÝÝÑ C‘ C2 ψ2ÝÝÝÝÑ H2pE; ρq
δ2ÝÝÝÝÑ C2 ϕ1ÝÝÝÝÑ C‘ C2 ψ1ÝÝÝÝÑ H1pE; ρq
δ1ÝÝÝÝÑ C ÝÝÝÝÑ t0u.
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We will study the homomorphisms ϕk (k “ 1, 2).
‚ ϕ2: As in the calculation in Subsection 6.2, iD˚ sends rSs b U˜q to iD˚ prSs b
U˜q. Moreover as in the calculation in Subsection 6.3, iC˚ sends rSs b U˜ to
iC˚ prSs b U˜q. Therefore ϕ2 is injective.
‚ ϕ1: By calculation similar to that in Subsection 6.3, we see that iC˚ sends
µ˜C b U˜ to x˜b U˜ P H1pC; ρq and λ˜C b U˜ to ´2p2a` 1qx˜b U˜ P H1pC; ρq.
By calculation similar to that in Subsection 6.2, we see that iD˚ sends
µ˜C b U˜ to ´2t˜b U˜ P H1pD; ρq, and λ˜C b U˜ to p2b` 1qt˜b U˜ P H1pD; ρq.
So ϕ1 is presented by the matrix
¨
˝ 1 ´2p2a` 1q0 0
´2 2b` 1
˛
‚
with respect to the bases mentioned above. It is clear that ϕ1 is injective.
Therefore we have H0pE; ρq “ t0u, H2pE; ρq “ C2, which is generated by tpjD˚ ˝
iD˚ prSsb U˜q, pjD˚ ˝ iD˚ qprΣsb V˜ qu, and H1pE; ρq “ C2, which is generated by tjD˚ pp˜b
V˜ q, γu, where we choose γ so that δ1pγq “ v˜ b U˜ .
Now the bases for H are given as follows:
cH8 “ xrSs b Uy ,
cH7 “
A
iC˚ prSs b U˜q, iD˚ prSs b U˜q, iD˚ prΣs b V˜ q
E
,
cH6 “
A
pjD˚ ˚ iD˚ qprSs b U˜q, pjD˚ ˚ iD˚ qprΣs b V˜ q
E
,
cH5 “
A
µ˜C b U˜ , λ˜C b U˜
E
,
cH4 “
A
x˜b U˜ , p˜b V˜ , t˜b U˜
E
,
cH3 “
A
jD˚ pp˜b V˜ q, γ
E
,
cH2 “
A
v˜ b U˜
E
.
We choose bHi as follows:
bH8 “ cH8 ,
bH7 “
A
iD˚ prSs b U˜q, iD˚ prΣs b V˜ q
E
,
bH5 “ cH5 ,
bH4 “
A
p˜b V˜
E
,
bH3 “ xγy .
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Then the torsion of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence equals
TorpH˚q “ ˘
“BpbH8 q Y bH7 | cH7 ‰ “bH5 | cH5 ‰ “BpbH4 q Y bH3 | cH3 ‰“
bH8 | cH8
‰ “BpbH7 q | cH6 ‰ “BpbH5 q Y bH4 | cH4 ‰ “BpbH3 q | cH2 ‰
“ ˘ 1“BpbH5 q Y bH4 | cH4 ‰
“ ˘ 1
det
¨
˝ 1 ´2p2a` 1q 00 0 1
´2 2b` 1 0
˛
‚
“ ˘ 1p2b` 1q ´ 4p2a` 1q .
So we finally have
TorpE; ρq “ ˘p2a` 1qp4p2a` 1q ´ p2b` 1qq
4pω1 ´ ω´11 q2
from (6.10).
Remark 6.10. In [27, 3.6.3] the author calculated the twisted Alexander polynomial
and tried in vain to obtain the twisted Reidemeister torsion.
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